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Abstract

Compiler Estimation of Parallelism and Communication for Quantum Computation

Jeffrey P Heekey

Quantum computing promises to speed up scientific and computationally intensive operations. However, the power of quantum computing is limited by the relatively small window of time where the quantum state and be maintained (coherent). To achieve maximum efficiency, not merely to keep this state coherent but to increase computational productivity, maximizing the parallelism of the system is important. The architectural model that is explored here attempts to exploit the relatively small number of operations that are actually performed within a quantum computer to maximize fine-grained, data level parallelism, as opposed to the more common coarse-grained, task level parallelism. This model represents a Multi-SIMD processor design, where multiple SIMD cores are used to boost data level parallelism, but allows for limited task independence.

The purpose of this work is to explore the effectiveness of parallel processing in a Multi-SIMD quantum architecture. It examines the ability to speedup computation using a combination of parallel processing scheduling and communication awareness, showing up to 7.8X speedup. This information is then used
to extract theoretical requirements for bandwidth (>8000 qubits/cycle peak) and throughput (3 qubits/cycle sustained). This research leverages the ScaffCC compiler toolchain [26], which provides a logical-level (i.e., implicitly error-corrected) quantum assembly output as the input to be scheduled and analyzed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Quantum Computing (QC) has been known for decades for its potential to speed up algorithmically complicated computations [46]. QC has progressed to the point that certain classes of quantum computers are available commercially [1]. Many algorithms have been developed for quantum computers for such diverse applications as Fourier transforms and signal processing, database search, linear equation solvers, and molecular chemistry simulations [15, 19, 21, 60]. The algorithms typically allow for polynomial time implementations for algorithms with exponential runtimes in classical computers.

Of course, if it were easy it would be done by now. The main challenge to QC is coherence. The computer’s state must be maintained in a state of quantum superposition throughout the duration of the computation: it must be coherent. When a computation is complete, precise measurements are made, collapsing this superposition, and providing a result for the algorithm. If the computer decoheres
during the computation, it is a bit like a power surge in a regular computer; if the system doesn’t fail, an answer may be produced but may be incorrect.

Combating decoherence is done primarily two ways. The first is the application of quantum error correction control (QECC) to encode the data in a way that computations can be performed, but errors can be detected and corrected periodically [23, 53, 54, 55]. The second is architecturally, by structuring the design of the quantum computer so as to minimize the computation time. These two approaches buttress each other, with architectural design reducing the need for prohibitively large amounts of expensive error correction operations, and QECC providing a large amount of parallelism to exploit and improve the overall utilization of the system. Since QECC dominates both resources and runtime in large algorithms and datasets, the greater the reduction in runtime, the less QECC needs to be done, simplifying the whole system. The focus of this work is on the architectural approach. By exploiting parallelism in the algorithms at a fine-grained level and minimizing the communication overhead, this work intends to maximize the amount of computation that can be performed before the system decoheres.

Several types of quantum computers have been built [1, 29, 37]. Since 2003, ion-trap designs have been a lead contender in scalable quantum computer designs [3, 7, 11, 16, 27, 45, 59, 61, 62]. This design uses individual ions to encode
the physical quantum bits (qubits) and uses energy pulses from either lasers or microwaves to perform operations on these ions. Several architectures have been proposed for this technology \cite{39, 58} that exploit its potential for parallelism.

This work seeks to reduce the runtime of benchmark quantum algorithms by examining the available parallelism within them, monitoring the communication requirements and eliminating unnecessary communication. As one of the preliminary surveys at this scale, determining potentially valuable avenues of research is also important. Some of the work presented here is also available reported in \cite{22, 25, 26}.

The research here leverages the efforts of the Scaffold team. Together we have built a compiler infrastructure that allows for a high-level, C-like description of the algorithm in the Scaffold language. The ScaffCC toolchain then compiles the algorithm and generates a gate-level view of the algorithm. These gates are the basis for reasoning about the architectural trade-offs between data-dependencies, parallelism, fault-tolerance overhead, communication overhead, execution time, and control constraints.

This work contributes to the growing body of quantum algorithm research by:

- extending the breadth and utility of ScaffCC to evaluate quantum architectures;
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• being the first known effort to calculate the needs and trade-offs of communication in QC;

• proposing baseline algorithms to determine these values;

• comparative valuations of these scheduling algorithms;

• providing numerical values for communication throughput and bandwidth.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the basics of QC and the body of work being extended. Chapter 3 discusses specifics of the quantum algorithms evaluated, how they were chosen, and the technical details of the analysis. Chapter 4 and Chapter 7 discuss the analyses and their relationship and draws conclusions.
Chapter 2
Background

In order to understand the relevance of this work, it is helpful to have a baseline understanding of quantum computing principles. This section is intended to briefly describe how quantum computations are performed, the architectures targeted by this work, and the details of how the analyses are performed using the Scaffold language and ScaffCC toolchain.

2.1 Quantum Computation

The fundamental unit of data in quantum computer is the qubit. A qubit stores a single logical value and can be modified by a number of various gates or operations; this is similar to a classical computer. The difference is that the qubit is held in superposition, a probabilistic combination of 1 and 0. This is represented in Bra-Ket notation as $|\alpha\rangle + |\beta\rangle$, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are normalized complex numbers, such that $|\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1$. This allows the quantum state to be modeled as a
Figure 2.1: The Bloch Sphere is a mathematical representation of the possible states of a qubit or an n-qubit quantum system in $2^n$-dimensional space.

unit vector with an arbitrary phase. Both models can be extended to $n$ qubits by extending this vector to $2^n$-dimensional space. This vector can be mapped on to the Bloch Sphere (Figure 2.1), where any position on the surface of the sphere is a valid, unique superposition state for the quantum system.

Bloch Sphere rotations are norm-preserving, so the vector is always unit length. Rotations can be performed around any axis. In a typical quantum computer, common “gates” are defined with specific rotations around specific axes. Common rotation gates are X, Y, and Z (a $\pi$ radian rotation around their respective axis); S and T gates ($\frac{\pi}{2}$ and $\frac{\pi}{4}$ radian rotations) and their inverses, $S^\dagger$ and $T^\dagger$ ($-\frac{\pi}{2}$ and $-\frac{\pi}{4}$). These gates are common in practice, though T gates in particular are expensive in terms of execution time and accuracy. The X gate is also called NOT because
it will swap the coefficients of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in the Bra-Ket formulation. Two other gates make up the minimal set of gates required for quantum computation: the H (or Hadamard) gate is used to initialize a qubit to a superposition by giving both $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ equal probability, and the CNOT (or Controlled-X) gate is used to conditionally flip the state of one qubit based on the value of another. These nine gates describe the minimal universal of primitive gates and are the only gates used by Scaffold \cite{26} (Section 2.4).

Gates in quantum systems are unlike logic gates in a traditional computer. While they have a physical location, any single location can implement any of the unitary (single qubit) operations, and adjoining gates can be used for CNOTs. The gate operation is instead controlled by external, energetic wave interactions, either electronic, magnetic, or photonic, which manipulate the quantum state of the qubit within the gate.

More advanced gates exist that can be built out of this set. These gates include the Toffoli, a quantum NAND gate which is universal unto itself; the SWAP, which swaps the state of two qubits; and the Fredkin, a controlled SWAP \cite{42}. All of the multi-qubit gates are reversible. This means that these gate have no fan-in or fanout, so a qubit must be supplied for each input and output. This is due to the no-cloning theorem \cite{42}, which says that the state of a single qubit cannot be copied to another qubit and be left unchanged itself. As qubits interact in these
gates, they become entangled, all qubits’ states now being related to each other in some way.

These entanglements enable one of the more interesting aspects of quantum computing: teleportation. Entanglement allows for what Einstein called “spooky action at a distance” [5]: the ability for entangled particles to share information faster than light. By entangling two particles, their states are each a superposition of each other, such that observing the state of one instantly collapses the state of the other to a known state. Teleportation takes advantage of this by entangling two particles and then physically transferring one of the pair to the desired location. By entangling the qubit to be transported with a new temporary qubit, an ancilla qubit, and measuring both, the superposition can be recreated in the qubit at the destination. Teleportation is heavily used in quantum computing to move data quickly between locations (say a processor and memory) before the qubit’s state has time to lose coherence.

Decoherence is the major obstacle to quantum computing. It puts a limit on the amount of time that can be used for computations before errors start creeping into the system. This can be counteracted by the use of Quantum Error Correction (QECC). By encoding logical qubits with redundant physical qubits, typically using Steane Codes [54], quantum computers can tolerate a certain error rate during processing allowing the computation to run indefinitely. The challenge
is that typical error correction overhead requires a two-level, recursive Steane code that encodes each logical qubit as 49 physical qubits and requires 23,409 timesteps after each normal computation timestep. As the amount of time spent doing error correction is so onerous, reducing a small amount of time spent on these computations has a large impact in overall performance.

There is one time that decoherence is good, though. When a qubit is measured it decoheres and loses its superposition, turning it into a classical 0 or 1 state. This measurement is how data is retrieved from the quantum computer. By measuring the final output qubits, the quantum wavefunction collapses to a deterministic state and an answer is available. However, since the superposition state of any qubit is described as the probability of being a 0 or 1, the final is not guaranteed to be the correct answer. Instead, a probable answer is returned and the computation is rerun multiple times to ensure certainty. Despite measurement causing a wavefunction to collapse and the attendant effects on entangled qubits, measurement is necessary for both teleportation and QECC while a computation is ongoing. The quantum superposition is preserved because each qubit is entangled with several others, so while the measured qubit state is now known other qubits in the system are still in superposition.
2.2 Quantum Technologies and Architectures

Many technologies can produce and control quantum computations: harmonic oscillators, optical photon, optical cavity, ion traps, nuclear magnetic resonance, etc. [42]; all of these have their strengths and trade-offs. The target of this research is ion traps since it appears to have the most promise of a realizable quantum system at this time. Ion traps can initialize and measure well characterized qubits with long decoherence times, and the technology has a universal set of high-precision, low error gates for performing calculation [16, 36, 40, 48]. The DiVincenzo criteria [14] requires all of these for realistic quantum computation. Experimental results have also shown the viability of all of the major features needed to construct a quantum computer with ion traps, including basic operation of moving, addressing, performing logical operations and storing qubits [63], entanglement [6], two-bit quantum gates [16], teleportation [47], and quantum error correction [9].

Typical ion trap designs will use lasers to operate on single ions (physical qubits) within the system. While that is functional, the lasers themselves require careful phase alignment and are physically large which presents significant difficulty in scaling the number of lasers that can used to control qubits. Some schemes have been proposed to use mirror arrays to allow for SIMD-style vec-
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tor operations, where multiple qubits will go through the same operation with a single laser controlling all of them [29]. Another control strategy involves using microwaves, which could allow for a much larger qubit fanout [27, 50].

Figure 2.2: Microwave controlled ion trap. Installed device with microwave inputs. Reproduced with permission from [50].

Microwave controlled ion traps such as those shown in Figure 2.2 can scale much more easily than laser controls. An individual microwave signal can be used to control up to 100 qubits at a time [50], and splitting microwaves in a coaxial cable is much less technically difficult than controlling a mirror array for lasers. By fanning out the microwaves to 10 to 100 different arrays, up to 10,000 qubits may have the same operation performed on them simultaneously. This system could then be replicated to support multiple operations in parallel, allowing for operational level parallelism as well as data parallelism.
This architecture of having multiple discrete processing regions, each capable of executing a single operation on multiple qubits, is what enables the so-called Multi-SIMD\( (k,d) \) quantum processor model that is the basis for this work. The \( k \) value determines the number of computation regions in the system. This value is typically small (1-4) due to the limited parallelism found in the algorithms that are used (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The \( d \) value refers to the number of qubits that can be operated on in a given SIMD region. This architecture also allows for unused SIMD regions to hold qubits for brief periods, essentially acting similarly to general purpose registers in a classical computer. This spatial property allows for reduced communication overhead, as shown in later sections.

By further incorporating ideas from *Compressed Quantum Logic Array* (CQLA) [58], whereby individual tiles are laid out to either be compute or memory, coherence within the system can be improved. Quantum computation suffers from a duality: computation requires qubits to be easily modified, but still be tolerant to noise and outside sources of error for long enough to do reasonable calculations. The idea behind CQLA is that compute regions can use smaller amounts of QECC while performing computations, while memory regions can use larger amounts of QECC to reduce the frequency with which error correction has to be performed while qubits are stored there. A global memory region is added to the 1-4 compute
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of Multi-SIMD quantum architecture based on ion traps controlled by microwave technology. $k$ operating regions each support quantum operations on $d$ qubits simultaneously. Each operating region has a local memory for storing qubits. EPR qubit pairs are prepared near the global memory and distributed among regions via quantum teleportation.

SIMD regions above to store the logical qubits that will not be operated on in the current timestep. An example of this architecture is shown in Figure 2.3.

Note that the centralized global memory is a simplification that results from teleportation which makes the latency of long-distance communication constant (see Section 2.3). This constant global communication cost favors parallelism, since the latency of a single qubit move is the same as $d$ qubits, or even $k$ times $d$, because the operations needed to execute teleportation are the same, but the actual communication requires no physical transport channel. In fact, parallelism
breaks the computation into finer-grain chunks on separate regions. This reduces global memory accesses by leveraging local storage in regions and optional local memories, which is analogous to spatial computing approaches in classical computing [17, 56, 57].

Overall, efficient use of Multi-SIMD requires orchestration of qubits to maximize parallelism and to reduce qubit motion. Devising and evaluating effective scheduling techniques for Multi-SIMD is the focus of this work.

2.3 Data Movement and Teleportation

![Source and Destination Diagram]

Figure 2.4: Communicating the state of $q_1$ using quantum teleportation: The EPR pair of $q_2/q_3$ is distributed prior to teleportation, keeping $q_2$ near the communication source $q_1$, and using $q_3$ as the communication destination. By measuring the states of $q_1$ and $q_2$, and classically transmitting those measurement results (classical 0 and 1 bits), the state of $q_3$ takes on that of $q_1$ using none, one, or both of the X and Z operations at the target side. This completes the transmission of $q_1$ to $q_3$, while the state of $q_1$ is destroyed in the process.

At a physical level, communication in the Multi-SIMD($k,d$) architecture is assumed to be achieved through quantum teleportation, a phenomenon that makes
transmission of exact qubit states possible. Teleportation requires a pre-distribution of entangled Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs of qubits between the regions where communication will occur. EPR pairs are generated at the global memory, and distributed to the required regions. Figure 2.4 illustrates the computations required. The communication cost per move is four times as high as a single quantum gate operation; in a naive movement model, this quintuples the actual compute cost because of repeatedly moving qubits between SIMD regions and the global memory. In many cases the compiler can schedule teleportation operations in parallel with the computation steps.

In order to perform teleportation, EPR pairs must be distributed to each SIMD region and global memory so that the sender and receiver each have one half of the pair. The distribution of such EPR pairs has been studied in detail in [61]. Since repeated movement of qubits on the physical fabric is error-prone, teleportation reduces quantum decoherence by communicating information through a classical channel. While teleportation has constant latency with communication distance, longer distances do imply higher EPR bandwidth requirements (larger communication channels to move enough EPR pairs throughout the architecture). To minimize EPR bandwidth requirements, future work will investigate distributed global memory and compiler algorithms for mapping to such a non-uniform memory architecture.
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2.4 Scaffold, CTQG, and QASM

The Scaffold and CTQG languages [25, 26] were developed to assist in the analysis of the quantum algorithms used in this project. Both languages are C-like in their basic form, but each has its own distinct syntax. A complete ScaffCC toolchain was built around the LLVM Compiler Framework [35], shown in Figure 2.5. This flow outputs QASM-HF, a quantum assembly language where all structure other than functional hierarchy is removed. Analyses of the compiled Scaffold code are performed based on the LLVM IR and QASM files for the results presented here.

The Scaffold language is a C-like language developed using the Clang frontend to LLVM. It allows a programmer to develop quantum algorithms in a familiar way, with the use of modules to describe reusable functionality and common flow control syntax like if-then-else, and loops. CTQG can be incorporated directly into
Scaffold files as modules and are separately compiled to QASM, but is processed through a different path in toolchain flow. While the LLVM compiler framework may be overkill for Scaffold’s limited relatively small and uncomplicated feature set, it does provide a solid framework and libraries for handling compiler optimizations and code analysis. The major limitation is that all control structures in Scaffold must be classical, so while a particular set of gates could be told to iterate over all the qubits in a qubit array (a quantum register, or qureg), it can’t determine the value of a qureg and loop over a qureg that number of times. This limitation is predominately imposed by the superposition nature of the data – the loop would actually need to be performed with a probability distribution equal to the quantum superposition state of that qureg, which can’t be done with discrete gates. This disconnect between the classical operation and quantum data results in a need for many operations that are typically conditional or recursive to be structured in fixed length and deterministic ways. Classical loops are typically handled by unrolling the loop at compile time; this is often coupled with aggressive constant propagation in order to determine the loop size.

CTQG (Classical-To-Quantum-Gates) alleviates some of the more challenging restrictions by allowing for arithmetic and conditional expressions with quregs. It can decompose assignment, basic addition, subtraction, multiply-accumulate, integer comparisons, and even some limited fixed point arithmetic and trigonometric
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functions. Many of the simple arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction) can be performed using a recently developed algorithm by Cuccaro et al \cite{12}, with extensions provided for multiplication. CTQG does support limited conditional clauses (if-then-else) on quantum data through the use of CNOTs to create arbitrary controlled unitaries, operations that are only performed if certain conditions are met. CTQG is still limited to classically controlled loops; while loops, even over classical variables, do not exist; for loops over a range known at compile time will be unrolled into a sequence of gates. After the QASM was generated, it is reinserted into the QASM where the module was declared to run through the rest of the flow with the main code.

While the ScaCC toolchain is largely a compiler, the bulk of the effort here has gone into the backend optimizers and analyzers. The first step in this research was to determine resource usage and determine the rough size of the algorithms proposed. This includes qubits, ancilla qubits, gates, and overall runtime. In order to achieve this optimization passes were made using static analysis of the program structure to find a purely gate level implementation. In order to remove control structures, which are entirely classical, all of the constants in the program need to be propagated through the program. For loops with defined bounds can simply be unrolled; this is only a matter of running the built-in LLVM loop unroller with a high enough threshold. While constant propagation is simple enough in a single
function, if a function is called multiple times with a constant argument, in a loop or even by different functions, the function’s input arguments will be converted to constants and the function will be cloned with those new arguments hardcoded. The LLVM optimization framework made it easy to clone the functions and replace the original.

An additional pass was added to handle arbitrary rotation gates, Rx, Ry, and Rz. Often in quantum algorithms, a qubit will need to be rotated with arbitrary precision. A new optimization pass was added to find all of the rotation operations after constant propagation and use the Solvay-Kitaev algorithm \[13, 33\] to decompose the arbitrary rotations into discrete series of the gates described in Section 2.1. In order to perform the SK decomposition, the Single Qubit Circuit Toolkit (SQCT) \[30, 31, 32, 52\] was called as a modified static binary by the optimization pass. The decompositions were then inserted into the location of the rotation operation. Again, LLVM made it easy to modify the code quite effectively.

Once these optimization are complete, the program consists entirely of basic gates and modular hierarchy. The static code can then be analyzed for resource counts and scheduling purposes. Resources are analyzed by determining how many qubits are used within any function along with the number of ancilla qubits used. Scheduling is done by analyzing the data dependencies on the qubits and
establishing the necessary order of operations, then mapping to the resources allotted. Since scheduling is the main topic of this work, it is discussed more in the following sections.

Larger leaf modules provide more opportunities for good fine-grained scheduling, but when leaf modules are too large the scheduling time becomes unacceptably long. To find this balance, a flattening threshold \((FTh)\) is chosen to increase the potential parallelism while keeping the scheduling time reasonable. The number of gates within each module, including submodules, are found by performing resource estimation analysis on them. If any module’s size is less than the flattening threshold, then the module is flattened, i.e. all the function calls contained within it are inlined. This results in leaf modules that consist of at most \(FTh\) operations.

The flattening threshold is determined by characterizing the initial modularity within a program. Figure 2.6 shows the percentage of modules with gate counts falling within specified ranges. This reveals the proportion of modules that could be flattened for a certain flattening threshold. Based on these and other experiments, the remainder of the analyses use \(FTh\) set to 2 million operations. This flattened 80% or more of the modules contained within all benchmarks except SHA-1. For SHA-1, a flattening threshold of 3 million was used which flattened the entire benchmark.
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![Figure 2.6: Histogram of gate counts represented as percentage of total modules in benchmarks. Using a flattening threshold of 2M operations, 80% or more modules were flattened for fine-grained scheduling for all benchmarks except SHA-1. For SHA-1, a flattening threshold of 3M was used to flatten the entire benchmark.](image)

2.5 Execution Model

The Multi-SIMD($k,d$) model allows 1 to $k$ discrete, simultaneous operations to be executed in a single *logical* timestep, each of which can be applied on 1 to $d$ qubits apiece. For example, if 10 different qubits all require a CNOT operation applied to them, these can be positioned within a single operation region and the CNOT will be applied in a single timestep.

In the compiler all modules are blackboxes, so all active qubits are flushed to global memory during calls, since the position of all qubits are assumed to be in memory at the start of a module. This is mitigated by the fact that module calls are relatively infrequent and only cause a fixed overhead of a single teleportation.
cycle. It is also assumed that all ancilla qubits are generated by the global memory and teleported to the SIMD region where they are needed.

Teleporting data between SIMD regions also must be orchestrated by the scheduler so the teleportation sub-operations shown in Figure 2.4 can be scheduled. If a qubit physically residing in one region is scheduled in a different region in the next timestep, it is moved to that region. If no operation is scheduled on that qubit and that region is active in the next timestep, it is moved to the global memory region.

The execution models and evaluations assume that each gate operation takes 1 timestep. Communication latencies are also accounted for, taking 4 timesteps. Some models of QC communication have a latency that varies proportionally to distance traveled, but QT approaches are distance insensitive. Rather, in QT, the bulk of the latency of each communication operation is the sequence of four qubit manipulation steps shown in Figure 2.4. Their schedule can be integrated into the computation schedule for the program. In order to simplify timestep sequencing and accounting, each timestep is constrained to the longest operational time, for example 10µs for a CNOT [12].
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Methods

Computer architecture is about balancing the design requirements to find the optimal solution. By studying the communication costs of scheduling quantum algorithms in a Multi-SIMD architecture the tradeoffs inherent between different system resources, especially processing vs communication. While this has been explored extensively in classical computing arenas, this is the first work of an exploration at this level of detail for a quantum architecture. This work applies techniques pioneered in classical parallel computing to the new field of quantum computing.

The testing approach employed was to run all scheduling algorithms against a suite of quantum algorithms with various properties in terms of parallelism, data locality, length, levels of hierarchy, and classes of basic algorithms. The scheduling is performed with both communication costs and communication free metrics to demonstrate the true cost of communication within the algorithms.
Various scheduling parameters were used to influence the communication patterns within the schedules.

Data was processed on a desktop PC running Linux (Ubuntu 13.10). The data gathered used ScaffCC to compile and generate preliminary schedules, though an additional script was used to generate most of the schedules for leaf modules. All the leaf schedules were then scheduled hierarchically to create a complete algorithm schedule using the Scaffold backend coarse-grained scheduler.

### 3.1 Quantum Benchmark Algorithms Used

The benchmark algorithms were developed by several researchers over about three years as a part of the Scaffold effort. Specifications were provided by IARPA as benchmarks for demonstrating the effectiveness of different quantum compiler toolchains, of which ScaffCC was one. These benchmarks address many problems in computer science: factorization, search, eigenvalue estimation, phase estimation, discrete logarithms, and order and period finding [41]. They are currently the largest and most sophisticated quantum algorithms developed known. Each benchmark is given and described below.

- Shor’s Factoring Algorithm (SF): The classic example of a quantum algorithm, the first killer app. It performs factorization using the quantum
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Fourier transform and operates in polynomial time (instead of exponential time in classical computers) [51]. The problem size is parameterized by $n$, the size in bits of the number to factor.

- Grover’s Search Algorithm (GS): Uses a quantum concept called amplitude amplification to search a database of $2^n$ elements [19]. The problem size is parameterized by $n$.

- Binary Welded Tree Algorithm (BWT): Uses quantum random walk algorithm to find a path between an entry and exit node of a binary welded tree [10]. The problem size is parameterized by height of the tree ($n$) and a time parameter ($s$) within which to find the solution.

- Ground State Estimation (GSE): Uses quantum phase estimation algorithm to estimate the ground state energy of a molecule [60]. The problem size is parameterized by the size of the molecule in terms of its molecular weight ($M$).

- Triangle Finding Problem (TFP): Finds a triangle within a dense, undirected graph [38]. The problem size is parameterized by the number of nodes $n$ in the graph.
• Boolean Formula (BF): Uses the quantum algorithm described in [4], to compute a winning strategy for the game of Hex. The problem size is parameterized by size of the Hex board \((x, y)\).

• Class Number (CN). A problem from computational algebraic number theory, to compute the class group of a real quadratic number field [20]. The problem size is parametrized by \(p\), the number of digits after the radix point for floating point numbers used in computation.

• SHA-1: A quantum implementation of the classical Secure Hash Algorithm 1 [43]. The problem size is parameterized by the size of the message in bits \((n)\).

Each benchmark has two problem sizes that were chosen based on known complexity increases within the algorithm (such as SHA1 iterations) or the limits of the computing hardware running the scheduling (some algorithms, notably TFP and CN, required special processing in order to complete).

### 3.2 Ready Critical Path (RCP) Algorithm

The Ready Critical Path (RCP) algorithm was modified from the algorithm of the same name in [64, 65]. The algorithm is designed to both minimize the processing time by allowing all (or as many as possible) of its dependencies to
be already available and to minimize the communications by assigning the task to the processor where the most data is available, reducing communication costs. This scheduling is greedy in that the decisions are made based on the current state of the system without considering future states. In this Multi-SIMD architecture, the data dependency issues are equivalent between “free” and “ready” tasks due to the fact that every operation is only a single cycle and can only be free or ready when all of its dependencies are satisfied. The secondary concern, data locality, is of paramount importance, especially when the communication cost is felt so acutely as in this architecture (up to 80% of the total runtime).

This implementation of RCP bases its prioritization on three factors: the operation type, the communication costs, and the data dependency slack. Since the architecture uses SIMD execution, the occurrence of an operation type is positively correlated with the priority; so if there are 30 CNOT operations and only two H operations (and all other factors are equivalent), the CNOTs will be scheduled first. The distance priority is calculated by determining if data needs to move between the SIMD regions or memory. If a qubit is already in a given SIMD region, it will be more inclined to stay in place, limiting movement in the system. Additionally, a factor called slack is negatively correlated with priority; slack is the graph interval between uses of a given qubit (in the case of multiple qubits, the slack is taken as the minimum distance). This slack factor addresses potential
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greedy scheduling issues by deprivoritizing operations that don’t require immediate execution. Slack is decremented at each timestep (to a minimum of 0) in order to increase urgency over time, preventing starvation or deadlock scenarios. The priority for each operation is then summed as the priority for a given operation type for each SIMD region. The highest weight for each SIMD region is then chosen and scheduled; SIMD regions may be scheduled out of numerical order based on these priorities. the RCP algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1** The RCP algorithm. At each timestep, it computes the relative weight for scheduling an operation type to each SIMD region based on the prevalence of that operation, the distance of each qubit from that SIMD region, and the graph distance to the next use of that qubit. The highest weighted operation type is then scheduled to its preferred SIMD region and the calculation is repeated until no more operations can be scheduled. The getSimdOp function is in Algorithm 2 and updateRcpQ is in Algorithm 3.

```c
Function rcp(Module my_module) is
    int simd, ts = 0;
    OPTYPE optype;
    RCP schedule;
    OP rcpq[] = my_module.top();
    while not rcpq.empty() do
        int simds[] = 1..k; while not (simds.empty() or rcpq.empty()) do
            {simd, optype} = getSimdOp(rcpq, simds);
            schedule[ts][simd] = rcpq.pop_one(it.optype);
            simds.delete(simds.find(simd));
        end
        updateRcpQ(ts, rcpq); ts++;
    end
end
```
Algorithm 2 The getSimdOp function calculates the priorities for each option in the ready list given the available SIMD regions and returns the optype and the SIMD region to assign it.

Function getSimdOp(OP rcpq, list of int simds) : {int, OPTYPE} is

for each op in rcpq do
    optypeCnt[op.optype()]++
    for each qubit in op.args() do
        locs[op] |= 1 << qubit.simd();
    end
// foreach location
end
// foreach op
for each simd in simds do
    for each op in rcpq do
        weight = O * op.optype() + D * (locs[op] & (1 << simd)) - S * op.slack();
        if weight > max then
            max = weight;
            maxSimd = simd;
            maxOptype = op.optype();
        end
    end
end
return {maxSimd, maxOptype};
end

Algorithm 3 The updateRcpQ function adds all newly available operations into the RCP ready queue.

Function updateRcpQ(int ts, OP rcpq[], RCP schedule) is

for each op in schedule[ts] do
    for each child in op.children() do
        if child.ready() then
            rcpq.push_unique(child);
        end
    end
    op.slack--;
end
3.3 Longest Path First Scheduling (LPFS) Algorithm

The Longest Path First Scheduling algorithm is novel to the best of the author's knowledge. It was developed based on the idea that long serial paths within most of the algorithms here would allow qubits to remain in a SIMD region longer, and thus reduce the communication overhead. The algorithm takes the DAG of a leaf module and allocates one longest path to each of a subset of the SIMD regions available. Once all of the allocated SIMD regions are assigned, the remaining SIMD regions are used to schedule any other operations that are not on that path. These operations are pulled from a ready list, which only stores operations that have all of their dependencies already fulfilled so no conflicts can arise. Since many operations are single qubits, they will be repeatedly operated on without intervening qubits moving in and out. Any CNOT operations will require the single missing operand to move in and out, allowing for a natural overlap in data dependencies; if the operands can be used before or after the CNOT as well the moves are reduced further.

One of the challenges of this algorithm is that most longest paths will be of unequal lengths. If one path is significantly shorter than the next longest, that SIMD region will be idle until the module's schedule is complete. There are two
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possibilities: open the allocated region to opportunistic scheduling from the ready list, or find another long path to insert into the unused region. This choice is controlled by the “refill” option provided to the algorithm.

Another challenge is that the algorithm as described only allows for a single operation to be performed per SIMD region. By filling any SIMD region with as many operations from the ready list as possible, greater computational efficiency can be achieved, though most likely at the cost of communication overhead.

3.4 Hierarchical Scheduling

To allow benchmarks to scale beyond tractable sizes (beyond a few million operations), a coarse-grained scheduler stitches together optimized schedules for leaf modules scheduled by RCP and LPFS in the call tree. The scheduler uses a simple, list-based approach to schedule leaf modules and operations in non-leaf modules with the goals of improving parallelism and/or reducing communication overheads.

Given a set of pre-scheduled leaf nodes, the coarse-grained scheduler completes the program scheduling by using list scheduling to compose together a full schedule. Operations are assigned priorities based on criticality and scheduled in priority order. The quantum gate operations in non-leaf modules are scheduled
along with invocations to other modules. The invoked leaf modules have been previously scheduled by one of the fine-grained schedulers discussed next and are now treated as blackbox functions. Once the schedule for a module is determined, it is characterized as a blackbox with a length dimension equal to schedule length, and a width dimension equal to highest degree of parallelism found in the schedule.

To allow the coarse-grained scheduler to effectively parallelize the invoked blackboxes within the width $k$ constraint, flexible rectangular dimensions are used for each blackbox. During fine-grained scheduling of each module, multiple schedules are determined to find schedule lengths with SIMD widths between 1 to $k$. The coarse-grained scheduler is presented these blackboxes with multiple dimensions. When parallelizable modules are encountered, the combination of blackboxes that yields the minimal length subject to the width constraint is chosen. Algorithm 6 shows the pseudo-code for coarse-grained scheduling with flexible blackbox dimensions.

In a $k$-resource constrained schedule, the width for any invoked module is at most $k$. Any operations (other than invoked modules) encountered by the coarse-grained scheduler have an operation execution cost of 1 and a movement cost of 4.
3.5 Algorithm Optimizations

For the purposes of rapid early development the algorithms were initially written in Perl, while intending to eventually port the more developed algorithms back into the ScaffCC LLVM flow in C++. Due to time constraints and continued modifications to the basic code, the Perl code was never ported to C++. This became a challenge in terms of the overall runtime, with some medium-sized algorithm configurations taking upwards of 16 hours to run. This was obviously impractical for the number of test cases that needed to be run. Several modifications were made using various techniques and tools to speed up the run time. These optimizations are discussed in this section.

The longest path finding algorithm for LPFS was extremely slow because of repeatedly searching and heavy memory usage. An early version of this algorithm started at the top of the DAG (or an intermediate ready list) and would descend to each node's child and would iterate through the tree that way. This resulted in a huge recursive fanout for each next step, recalculating and following the children, often repeatedly. This was not obvious from inspection in the code so a Perl profiler, NYTProf [34], was used to isolate the highest frequency code blocks. Initially, the getNextLongestPath() subroutine was taking obviously the largest amount of time. The first fix was to reduce the calls to it by setting a flag to
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prevent calling it once it was unable to find anymore paths. This helped, but only minimally. The profiler indicated that a subroutine call to `max()`, which returns the maximum value in an array, was taking the most time in `getNextLongestPath()` so this was turned into a local comparison between the two variables being checked, which saved about 2 seconds out of an 11 second runtime on a short scheduling problem, or about 18%.

All of those updates were small, incremental improvements. At this point the profiler was abandoned for more direct inspection of the actual data flow through `getNextLongestPath()`. A few debugging variables were added to count the number of nodes and their children that were analyzed. The surprising result was that `getNextLongestPath()` was apparently exploring $O(n^2)$ nodes. The realization was that as node’s children were analyzed, they were added to the next iteration list. While they were added uniquely, any fanout would double the number of paths followed by this list. It was apparent that a single pass of all of the nodes should be sufficient. In order to prevent corruption of the depth calculation it was only necessary to ensure that all parents were scanned before their children. When new operation nodes are created, they are automatically scheduled in ASAP order to determine critical path and maximum potential parallelism width. By walking this schedule the children’s depth could be computed correctly definitively. No measurements were taken at this time, but runtimes were drastically reduced. An
additional enhancement was made to simply walk the list of operations for a given module, avoiding dereferencing the ASAP information; since the graph is built in operation order, children always come after parents. This was shown to decrease the system runtime 33% for small workloads.

Returning to the profiler, the update_ready() function that was created and initially shared between LPFS and RCP was inspected. This function would take the operations that had just been scheduled at the current timestep and would then determine which children were ready to be scheduled in the next timestep. After profiling it became clear that this was one of the largest contributors to runtime, though it was initially dismissed as a necessary step. The most challenging part of this algorithm was ensuring that only one instance of any operation was in the list. Traditionally this done with an insertion sort technique that runs in roughly $O(n)$ time when individual elements are being added (as opposed to full sorting). However, Perl has a native hash data type that uses a key:value pair, so keys are inherently unique. This was used internally to update_ready(), but by promoting it to lpfs() many of the individual sorts ($O(n \log n)$) could be turned into hash accesses ($O(1)$). The one time that the ready list needs to be accessed in an ordered fashion is to find the next operation to schedule in an unassigned SIMD region; to ensure that a certain uniformity is seen between runs, this is chosen as the operation with the lowest ID. This access requires performing a
search on the keys (the operation IDs) which is a simple integer comparison for the minimum given the list of keys and is done in exactly \( n \). Due to the reduced amount of sorting based on object values and the direct access provided by the hash, the runtime was cut by about 3\% on small workloads. In order to prevent breaking functionality, update_ready() was duplicated specifically for LPFS while RCP was not being used.

The function update_moves(), which calculates the qubit movements between timesteps, was the next target. This function initially moved qubits out of SIMD regions that were inactive and would move them back in later with no operations being performed. Seeing that holding the qubits in the SIMD region during a no-op should not cause issues, it was determined that this should instead scan back to the last active timestep for SIMD region and determine if the qubit should now be moved to memory. This searching was problematic because it incurred heavy pointer indirection and required iterating back over the tree. A new field was added to the Schedule object to store the names and corresponding SIMD regions of all active qubits. This was compared with the qubits that had been assigned to the current timestep. Both of these were then used to calculate which qubits needed to stay in place (no action), move between SIMD regions, or be fetched from or stored to memory. This resulted in a 28\% speedup for this function. When coupled with additional enhancements (removing additional calls to ::max(),
defining local variables to prevent pointer indirection) resulted in an additional 11% speed up over a moderate workload.

For all of these optimizations, there were still some workloads that were running for several hours, sometimes many days. Given the long runtimes and efforts to reduce the overall runtimes, the Unix utility “time” would be used to monitor the regressions. Regressions would frequently be run in parallel on different data sets since the program is single threaded and greater utility could be derived from the machine. Surprisingly many long runs would still report relatively small system time durations. A final solution to this was to simply set the “nice” level of the regressions to -10, allowing them to run with more aggressive scheduling. This drastically reduced the overall runtime, several runs that would occasionally take 6 hours would now be cut down to a few minutes. The best guess is that with higher scheduling priority the memory swapping is reduced in the system; this could also be exacerbated by running several instances in parallel. After getting some of the longest runtimes down from 6 hours into the 6-12 minute range, the need for parallelism was also reduced, further decreasing memory utilization and virtual memory paging.
Algorithm 4 The Longest Path First Scheduling algorithm. The $l$ paths are scheduled to allocated SIMD regions, all other operations go in other regions. SIMD operation and reallocation are possible with the “SIMD” and “refill” options.

Function $lpfs(DAG G, list of int simds, int l) : Schedule S is$

```
for $i$ in 0 to $l-1$ do
    // Get longest paths for allocated SIMD regions
    simd[$i$] = getNextLongestPath(G.top);
end

for $op$ in $G.top$ do
    // Initialize ready list
    if (!op.followed) then
        ready.push(op);
    end
end
ready = $G.top();$

while (!ready.empty() && !simd forall().empty()) do
    // Schedule each time
    for $i$ in 0 to $l-1$ do
        // Schedule allocated SIMD regions
        if (refill && simd[$i$].empty()) then
            // Reuse SIMD region if it is out of operations
            simd[$i$] = getNextLongestPath(ready);
        end
        $op$ = simd[$i$].pop();
        $S[time][i]$ = push($op$);
        if (opportunistic_simd) then
            // Schedule ready operations of the same type
            $S[time][i]$.push(ready.getAllOps($op$.op_type));
        end
    end

    for $i$ in $l$ to $k-1$ do
        // Schedule unallocated SIMD regions
        optype = ready.top().op_type;
        $S[time][i]$.push(ready.getAllOps($op$.op_type));
    end

    for $op$ in $S[time]$.forall().getAllOps() do
        // Update ready list
        ready.push($op$.getReadyChildren());
    end

    ready.uniq();
    time++;
end
return $S$;
```
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Algorithm 5 Get Next Longest Path algorithm. This function takes a list of ready operations and walks their children until they reach the end of the module and finds the one with the longest distance. The longest distance is backtraced until it reaches the start, recording each operation in the path and returning the path. Each operation is marked as followed so subsequent calls can avoid taken paths.

Function `getNextLongestPath(list of Op ready) : list of Op` is

```plaintext
Op path[];
Op last = ready.top();
// Reset distances of all untaken paths
for op in ready do
    if (!op.followed) then
        op.dist = 1;
    end
end
// Search thru schedule for longest path
start_level = MAX_INT;
for op in ready do
    for child in op.children do
        if (!child.followed) then
            child.dist = max(child.dist, op.dist + 1);
        end
        if (child.dist > last.dist) then
            last = child;
        end
    end
end
// Backtrace path
path.push0(last);
while (path[0].dist > 1) do
    for parent in path[0].parents do
        if (parent.dist == path[0].dist-1) then
            path.push0(parent);
            parent.followed = 1;
            break;
        end
    end
end
return path;
end
```
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Algorithm 6 Hierarchical scheduling algorithm for \( k \) SIMD regions. Operations are scheduled in priority order similar to list scheduling. Flexible blockbox dimensions are considered for parallelizable modules to find the best combination for them.

For each non-flat module:

```plaintext
// Track schedule in terms of blockbox dimensions
totalL = 0; totalW = 0; // total length and width
currL = 0; currW = 0; // current length and width

For each operation \( F_i \) in a priority-ordered set of operations \( \{ F_i : \text{Priority}(F_i) \geq \text{Priority}(F_j) \text{ if } (i < j) \} \):

Check predecessors to find the earliest timestep \( t_e \) in which \( F_i \) can be scheduled.

Get width \( W \) and length \( L \) for \( F_i \)

If \( (t_e \leq \text{totalL} + \text{currL}) \) then:

// dependencies show that \( F_i \) can be parallelized with previous schedule

If \( (\text{currW} + W \leq K) \) then:

// parallelize the operation \( F_i \)

timestep\( F_i \) = max(\text{totalL} + 1, t_e)

currW = currW + W

currL = max(currL, timestep(F_i) + L)

\( F_p = \{ F_p, F_i \} \) // Add to set of parallel functions in current schedule

Else:

// K-constraint would be violated if parallelized

For set of functions \( \{ F_p, F_i \} \):

Try all combinations of possible widths, and compute length.

If one or more combinations found with combined width \( \leq K \) then:

Choose combination with smallest length.

currW = Width of combination

currL = Length of combination

\( F_p = \{ F_p, F_i \} \) // Add to set of parallel functions in current schedule

Else:

// serialize \( F_i \) due to K-constraint

totalW = max(totalW, currW)

totalL = totalL + currL

timestep\( F_i \) = totalL + 1

currW = W; currL = L

\( F_p = \{ F_i \} \) // set of parallel functions in current schedule

Else:

// serialize \( F_i \) due to data dependency

totalW = max(totalW, currW)

totalL = totalL + currL

timestep\( F_i \) = totalL + 1

currW = W; currL = L

\( F_p = \{ F_i \} \) // set of parallel functions in current schedule

Else:

// merge current box with total box dimensions

totalW = max(totalW, currW)

totalL = totalL + currL

Store totalW and totalL in data structure
```
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Results

The primary goals of this work are to determine the architectural costs of quantum benchmark algorithms and how to optimize these benchmarks using different scheduling algorithms. To that end, eight benchmark algorithms were chosen to evaluate both the architectural configurations and the various scheduling algorithms that have been discussed. Results were generated by evaluating many different configurations of the benchmarks, architecture and scheduling algorithms. By carefully varying the different parameters a comparative understanding of the different configurations are possible.

All benchmarks are run with two problem sizes chosen to demonstrate how the benchmark scales. The architecture itself has two parameters, Multi-SIMD($k, d$), which control the number ($k$) and size ($d$) of the SIMD execution regions. Typically $k$ is either 2 or 4, given the low amount of parallelism in many benchmarks, except where otherwise noted. Likewise, most of the data presented here uses a $d$
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value of 1024. The RCP algorithm has three weighting parameters: $O$, $D$, and $S$; typically all are set to one (equal weight), but other configurations are examined to see what weighting is most effective. The LPFS algorithm requires at least a single SIMD region to run, so the $l$ parameter was set to 1, except where otherwise noted; additionally, options for opportunistic SIMD scheduling (“SIMD”) and longest path refilling (“Refill”) were used, except where otherwise noted.

In this section results are presented for the following:

- Runtime speedup of instruction- and data-level parallelism

- Runtime speedup with data movement analysis
  - Data-parallelism sensitivity
  - RCP configuration variability
  - LPFS configuration variability

- Communication costs, requirements and limits
  - Sustained throughput requirements
  - Peak bandwidth limits
4.1 Runtime Speedup of Instruction- and Data-Level Parallelism

The first set of results, in Figure 4.1, show the comparison of the speedups provided by a Multi-SIMD architecture and the theoretical maximum speedup along the critical path, looking solely at the instruction and data parallelism within the benchmarks found by the RCP and LPFS algorithms.

All of the scheduling algorithms except Shor’s n=512 were able to achieve near-theoretical Critical Path speedup at either $k = 2$ or 4. This is assisted by using $d = 1024$, which allows for clustering as many qubits as possible into SIMD regions. Additionally, RCP speedups are lower than or equal to LPFS in every benchmark except TFP n=5 at $k = 2$.

Shor’s algorithm shows a greater sensitivity to the number of SIMD regions available $k$. The parallelism of Shor’s algorithm with higher $k$ is shown in Figure 4.2. The reason for this can be traced to the large number of rotation operations that exists in this code. These rotation operations can theoretically execute at the same time because they are on distinct qubits, except for the fact that practically they need to be decomposed into primitive, standard operations (as described in 2.4). This can prohibit the parallelization of operations unless more SIMD regions are created to accommodate them, as illustrated in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The speedup over sequential execution of each benchmark with each scheduling algorithm, compared to the estimated critical path. Almost all algorithms, except Shor’s, achieve near-complete speedup by $k = 4$. 
Figure 4.2: Shor’s algorithm speedups as scheduled with a communication-aware scheduler on a Multi-SIMD architecture with local memories. High numbers of rotations cause long serial threads of operations to each execute on a separate SIMD region, thus getting better gains with higher $k$. 
many of these rotations were not inlined into the code, to keep the size manageable, they remain as blackboxes in the course-grained schedule. That causes the scheduler to allocate a separate region to each, effectively increasing the need for these regions. Improved hierarchical scheduling would make better use of the \( d \) parallelism.

TFP’s improved RCP performance is also because of coarse-grained scheduling. LPFS requires \( l \) SIMD regions to be used for the longest \( l \) paths, so all leaf schedules are force to have a width of \( k = 2 \); RCP allows for \( k = 1 \) widths. Since the TFP algorithm also has several rotation decompositions that only operate on a single qubit, more of these rotations can be scheduled in parallel using the coarse-grained, flexible boundary scheduler with RCP resulting in a shorter overall runtime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation Operation</th>
<th>Primitive Operations Approximating Rotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R_z(q_1, \theta_1) )</td>
<td>( T(q_1) - \text{S}^\dagger(q_1) - H(q_1) - Z(q_1) - ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_z(q_2, \theta_2) )</td>
<td>( H(q_2) - Y(q_2) - X(q_2) - H(q_2) - ... )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_z(q_n, \theta_n) )</td>
<td>( S(q_n) - X(q_n) - T(q_n) - T^\dagger(q_n) - ... )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Parallel rotations cannot be executed simultaneously on a hardware with primitive operations, unless there are enough SIMD regions to accommodate them.
4.2 Runtime Speedup with Data Movement Analysis

Figure 4.3 shows all scheduling algorithm speedups over a naive movement model where data is moved between SIMD regions and global memory every timestep, effectively increasing the overall runtime by 5X (1 timestep for the operation, 4 timesteps for the communication). All algorithms show some speedup over communication-unaware runtime models due to reduced movement. The critical path was not used for a theoretical bound in these or the next results because no suitable critical path model for incorporating movement was found. An average increase in speedup of 57% is seen across all algorithms. The largest gains are seen in GSE (307%) and Shor’s (209%).

Some algorithms, such as BF, CN, Grover’s, and SHA-1, all have a large number of highly dependent, serial operations. BF, CN and SHA-1 are composed of several CTQG modules, which produces unoptimized code that is highly locally serialized. This results in benchmarks that have a low degree of parallelism and aren’t well optimized. The interactions between data dependencies also result in many small (1-2 qubit) moves between global memory and various SIMD regions that can’t be skipped to improve performance.
Figure 4.3: The speedups using a communication-aware scheduler over a sequential, naive movement model. All benchmarks show improvement over Fig. 4.1 with GSE and Shor’s showing the largest gains.
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GSE shows the largest gains due to its distinctive structure. Two key qubit registers containing the primary active qubits are rarely moved out of an SIMD region once they are in place and typically have long sequences of operations on the same qubits. This results in very few moves either between SIMD regions or memory.

Shor’s algorithm also consists of fairly serial modules derived from CTQG and lots of rotations which need to be decomposed, which results in a large number of moves being removed from those modules. However, it is likely that with greater data parallelism (by not blackboxing the sub-modules or through further flattening), the speedup could increase while communication increases because the efficiency of the schedule would be higher.

4.2.1 Data-parallelism Sensitivity

Though $d$ is constrained to 1024 for the majority of the results presented, a subset of benchmarks with $d$ scaling is shown in Figure 4.4. GSE was chosen because of its structure and has a high degree of data parallelism. Here, $\infty$ is simply sufficiently high to allow the maximum data width, or around 64K. SHA-1 and Shor’s algorithms are both heavily data parallel algorithms traditionally, so they were also chosen to demonstrate the extent of $d$ scaling. As shown in the extreme case of $d = 2$, SHA-1’s high data-parallelism is significantly impacted by
the reduction, but the much more task parallel Shor's is not; GSE takes a moderate
hit, indicating that while it is reliant on data-parallelism, the movement factor
is much more important. The overall speedup between $d = 128$ and $\infty$ is rarely
significant. As there is little gained beyond a certain level of data parallelism, it
is largely omitted from analysis here.

4.2.2 RCP Configuration Variability

Figure 4.5 shows the speedups of RCP at $k = 2$ and 4 with different param-
eter configurations. RCP has three configurable parameters: $O$ is the weight for
operation type, $D$ is the weight for move distance, and $S$ is a negative weighting
for graph distance until the operation is needed. RCP, as a traditional scheduling
algorithm, is meant for tasks of varying length and full threads of execution. The
fine-grained scheduling used in this architecture is not a good fit for RCP as much
of the operational parallelism is subsumed by the data parallelism of the SIMD
execution model. Since each SIMD region can only do a single operation, the
algorithm will find the highest priority operation, then schedule that all of the
operations of that type into the that region (in priority order). This undercuts
the utility of the distance metric and the slack metric.

Most of the variation is seen in SHA-1 $k = 2$, where prioritizing for distance
actually reduces the effectiveness of the algorithm, but slack improves it slightly.
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Unfortunately, this seems to be a limited case, with the difference disappearing by $k = 4$.

4.2.3 LPFS Configuration Variability

Figure 4.6 shows the speedups of LPFS at $k = 2$ and 4 with different parameter configurations. LPFS has three configurable parameters: $l$ is the number of longest paths to schedule, SIMD controls whether SIMD operation is used, and Refill which allows completed paths to have a new path scheduled in the newly freed SIMD region. The Refill option (only usable with SIMD) has no appreciable effect on the speedup. Reusing a SIMD region after completing a path is rarely needed; most modules don’t have many second and third longest paths that are significantly shorter than the longest path and the new longest path may introduce stalls because dependencies aren’t met yet. SIMD typically has a moderate impact on the overall runtime, the only exception being in GSE, where non-SIMD can be better. This is likely due to the register-based structure which performs longer sequences of operations on the same qubits, reducing the amount of communication incurred significantly when SIMD is not used. There may also be some artifacts in the free-list handling of LPFS that assist with GSE schedules.

TFP’s outlier at $k = 4$, $l = 1$ is predominantly due to the flexible boundary scheduling. Since $l + 1$ is the minimum size of any LPFS scheduled module,
flexible boundaries only work at this node, because all leaves will require 2-4 SIMD regions. At \( l > 1 \), the widths increase to a minimum of 3, so no coarse-grained parallelism can be attained at \( k = 4 \). Revising LPFS to allow for a minimum width based on actual usage, instead of \( l + 1 \) should help with coarse-grained scheduling.

### 4.3 Communication Costs, Requirements and Limits

Communication is interesting in quantum computing because the actual transmission of the quantum state is functionally instantaneous (at least 10,000 times faster than the speed of light \([66]\)), so the actual bandwidth is limited solely by the overhead of preparing the EPR pairs, transmitting one half of the pair to the destination, transmission of classical state information, and performing the measurement and reconstruction operations. This allows a functional maximum bandwidth for the system of however many measurement operations (less than or equal to \( k \) times \( d \) times 2, assuming full-duplex) can be performed in a single timestep. The overhead costs are expensive, though, requiring four timesteps for each movement phase and physical bandwidth to transmit the EPR pairs between their source and destination SIMD regions and memory.
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In order to investigate further realism in the simulation of the Multi-SIMD architecture, the system-wide communication costs were measured as well. The movements within the system were tracked on a qubit and a cycle-by-cycle basis in order to determine the sustained throughput and peak bandwidth of the system. These metrics allow for reasoning about the system-level needs for provisioning inter-region EPR bandwidth and teleportation overhead calculations.

4.3.1 Sustained Throughput Requirements

Sustained throughput shown in Figure 4.7 is the average number of qubits moved in a single cycle over the entire runtime of the benchmark, including timesteps involved in performing movements (since throughput is defined as including overhead costs). SHA-1 has the highest requirement of an average of around 2.6 qubits moved at every timestep, due to the high amount of data parallelism in the algorithm as well as the nature of block-base hashing algorithms. Most other algorithms average less than one qubit per cycle, though this is realistically higher when only considering computation timesteps that are not involved in performing movement. GSE is particularly low, but this is explained by the large speedup seen between Figures 4.1 and 4.3 when movement was considered. These results give a minimum value for an EPR pair generation rate that must sustained throughout the execution of the benchmark. Dropping below this level will
cause throttling of the system to deal with insufficient communication, resulting in longer runtimes.

Though communication shows an increase with $k$, this is expected as more resources are available and does not appreciably increase for additional SIMD regions.

4.3.2 Peak Bandwidth Limits

The peak bandwidth in Figure 4.8 is plotted against a log scale due to the wide variation of peaks between algorithms. Most benchmarks show a peak level that doesn’t vary between algorithms or configurations; this is largely due to the nature of both the hierarchical scheduling model and the maximum data width of the benchmark, typically dictated by the problem size. To allow for hierarchical blackbox scheduling, the compiler assumes that all of the active qubits will be flushed to the global memory and the module will start retrieving all of the qubits it needs directly from memory. This approach is obviously inefficient and will be corrected in future versions of the compiler. The maximum data width of the benchmark refers to the typically width passed by either a critical module or by most of the modules and typically related to the problem size. Grover’s algorithm is dominated by initialize and measure modules which act on all non-ancilla qubits in the algorithm, even though most modules only pass
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a few qubits at a time; pipelining or serializing Grover’s in these modules can dramatically reduce the peak bandwidth load. GSE’s register based approach has the contents of two registers passed to almost every module; in this case, moves may be further eliminated as the active qubits were the same in both contexts. SHA-1 shows increases in each algorithm, showing that as the amount of available data parallelism is increased, the algorithm can be scaled with it, implying that the benchmark has data parallelism to spare, even with up to 4096 qubits worth of processing (with $k = 4, d = 1024$). SHA-1 will only continue to increase as $k$ does.

Currently the architecture assumes an infinite capacity to generate and store EPRs, but the communication costs shown here definitely will force realistic solutions to the outrageous number of EPR pairs that need to be managed. Strategies may include reusing disentangled EPR qubits, buffering, or even throttling execution to allow for underruns in the EPR pair resources.
Figure 4.4: The speedup of GSE, SHA-1, and Shor’s algorithm with respect to $d$, including communication.
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Figure 4.5: Speedups with movement costs, varying the RCP options. The weights for scheduling priority are based on Operation type (O), Distance (D), and Slack (S). Little variation is seen.
Figure 4.6: Speedups with movement costs, varying the LPFS options. Options include $l$, SIMD and refill. Typically $l = 1$ is preferred, as is SIMD operation, though GSE has an odd outlier for non-SIMD.
Figure 4.7: The average throughput of the benchmark over its execution, in qubits per cycle. Teleportation overhead cycles are included in the total runtime. This gives a minimum communication cost need to sustain operation.

Figure 4.8: The peak bandwidth (or most moves seen in a single cycle) of a benchmark. This gives an upper bound for ideal scheduling of benchmarks.
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Related Work

This work significantly based on work in [22, 20]. Some of the work is present both here and in these papers. The following statements are taken from [22].

This work builds on several important previous studies relating to SIMD parallelism [8, 29, 49], ancilla preparation [24, 28], and quantum architecture [8, 39, 58]. This work is the second to use a complete compiler infrastructure to discover this parallelism, allowing evaluation of a non-trivial set of benchmarks (previous work focused almost exclusively on Shor’s and Grover’s algorithm, or other small quantum circuits). It is also the second to incorporate data movement analysis and optimizations within the compiler framework established. Additionally, it focuses more completely on the scheduling algorithms used to determine runtime.

Parallel work has been done by the Quipper team [18]. They have developed a very similar system based on Haskell which explores compilation, circuit generation, and execution of quantum circuits. They were a part of the IARPA
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funded research that started this project at UCSB. Their work was conducted independently of this work, but I have been present for some of their presentations and have discussed technical details of one of the algorithms (Quantum Linear Systems, non-functional in this work) with them.

Some prior work has explored optimization of execution latencies with SIMD architectures, but in a more limited context. Chi et al. [8] proposed a SIMD architecture based on the technology of electron spins on liquid helium. For a quantum carry-lookahead adder circuit, they evaluated pipelining of ancilla preparation for CNOT and Toffoli gates to reduce latency, and optimization of width of SIMD regions to reduce area requirements. This work builds on this model, with the implementation of a complete compiler and the study of a much larger and more diverse benchmark suite.

Schuchman et al. [19] identify a high-level parallelism pertaining to specific quantum tasks of uncomputation (analogous to garbage collection for qubits) and propose a multi-core architecture to minimize latency and expensive inter-core communication during their execution. This kind of parallelism fits well into the Multi-SIMD model; it can be easily extended to support the proposed multiple cores. Some degree of uncomputation already exists in the compiled code of the benchmarks and is naturally parallelized by the model, and more can be added in the future to reclaim unused qubits.
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The SIMD regions in the architecture are well-suited for a commonly used class of error-correction codes known as concatenated codes [2, 53]. A new class of ensemble codes, known as surface codes [23], have the potential of lowering ECC overhead for very large problems. Future research will explore whether surface code operations are amenable to SIMD parallelism.
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Future Work

There is much more work to be done in this vein of research. The first steps are merging LPFS into the ScaffCC/LLVM framework. By doing this, it can be promoted to a full program scheduler, not merely for leaf nodes. Additionally, LPFS has some limitations in the prioritization of its free list, which can be improved. Enabling LPFS to perform some hierarchical scheduling as well will improve scheduling in non-leaf modules, which currently use inefficient blackboxing. These changes should impact both the actual schedules produced as well as the overall runtime and memory of the scheduling algorithms.

The algorithms themselves may be re-written in more parallel-friendly ways, either by introducing redundant computation that can be merged probabilistically or by restructuring the algorithm to decrease data dependencies.
This work draws heavily from [22], which also discusses a local memory optimization that can be used to reduce teleportation costs. By continuing to push these analyses into ScaFFCC, the toolchain becomes more robust and useful.

Future analysis work includes refining tracking of communication costs by accurately modeling qubit movements at module boundaries. While this is likely a minimal change to throughput, it may reduce the peak bandwidth usage to something that is more practically achievable. Additional experimentation can be done by scaling $d$ to limit available bandwidth based on modeling of EPR generation and distribution, as well as looking at multi-hop (all communication through global memory) instead of fully-connected, single-hop transmission as explored here.

Finally, incorporating QECC costs for both qubits and computation and ancilla preparation will allow for complete end-to-end scheduling of the benchmark algorithms.
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Conclusion

The Multi-SIMD architecture proposed here allows for reasoning about the practical physical constraints of a quantum computer. By using the ScaffCC toolchain to build gate-level programs that are highly scalable, the computational time as well as the data communication within the system can be analyzed. Computation is shown to be dominated by the 80% communication overhead. By limiting the movement within the system coupled with the parallelism in the architecture, speedups of between 1.6X and 7.9X over naive movement models are seen. These results are based on logical-level operations, and the incorporation of quantum error correction (QECC) can result in exponential overhead costs \[2, 44, 53\]. By providing even limited speedup, the computations may be able to avoid using increasing levels of QECC and significantly reduce the runtime further.
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The architectural costs of generating up to 2.5 qubits per cycle on average and managing qubit buffers of $2 \times kd$ EPR pairs for communication will require a large technical effort to achieve. More satisfactory architectural trade-offs will need to be found in order to create a more viable quantum computer model.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Data

Figure A.1: The percent error of the scheduling algorithms from the ideal speedup. Largely dominated by the low \( k \) values for Shor’s, though TFP can also be improved with higher \( k \).
Figure A.2: The percentage of increase in speedup between runtimes without movement costs and with movement costs, plotted logarithmically. All speedups improve, typically nearly constant values within a scheduling algorithm. In more serial algorithms, LPFS shows greater reduction in total moves (larger gains). Both Shor’s and TFP seem to benefit more from increased instruction level parallelism (higher $k$) than from reduced data overhead.
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Example Schedule

The following is a small example of the output produced while scheduling the file qft.scaffold. Each section describes the output generated. Only a single schedule configuration is followed: LPFS scheduling with $k = 4$, $d = 1024$, $l = 1$, SIMD and Refill enabled.

B.1 Source Code

The source of qft.scaffold.

```c
#include <math.h>
define pi 3.141592653589793238462643383279502884197

module PhasePi8 (qbit bit) {
    /* PhasePi8 matrix:
        [[1 0]
         [0 e^i*pi/8]]
    Notes: Can be decomposed as Rz(-pi/8)*[ [e^i*pi/16 0]
                                             [0 e^i*pi/16] ]
    */
    Rz(bit, -1*pi/8);
}

module cT (qbit ctrl, qbit target) {
    /* cT identity matrix:
        [[1 0 0 0]
         [0 1 0 0]
         [0 0 1 0]
         [0 0 0 e^i*pi/4]]
    */
    PhasePi8(ctrl);
```
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```plaintext
module cS ( qbit ctrl, qbit target ) {
    /* cS identity matrix:
       [ [ 1  0  0  0 ]
         [ 0  1  0  0 ]
         [ 0  0  1  0 ]
         [ 0  0  0  1 ] ] */
    T(ctrl);
    Rz(target, pi/4);
    CNOT(target, ctrl);
    Rz(target, -1*pi/4);
    CNOT(target, ctrl);
}

module cRz ( qbit ctrl, qbit target, const double angle ) {
    /* cRz identity matrix:
       [ [ 1  0  0  0 ]
         [ 0  1  0  0 ]
         [ 0  0 e^(-i*angle/2) 0 0 ]
         [ 0  0 0 e^(i*angle/2) ] ] */
    Rz(target, -1*angle/2);
    CNOT(target, ctrl);
    Rz(target, angle/2);
    CNOT(target, ctrl);
}

module qft5 ( qbit bit[5] ) {
    H ( bit[0] );
    cS ( bit[0], bit[1] );
    H ( bit[1] );
    cT ( bit[0], bit[2] );
    cS ( bit[1], bit[2] );
    H ( bit[2] );
    cRz ( bit[0], bit[3], pi/8 );
    cT ( bit[1], bit[3] );
    cS ( bit[2], bit[3] );
    H ( bit[3] );
    cRz ( bit[0], bit[4], pi/16 );
    cRz ( bit[1], bit[4], pi/8 );
    cT ( bit[2], bit[4] );
    cS ( bit[3], bit[4] );
    H ( bit[4] );
}

int main () {
    qbit reg[5];
    cbit out[5];
}
```
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```c
int i, qft;

for ( i = 0; i < 5; i++ ) {
    PrepZ( reg[i], 0 );
}
qft5( reg );
for ( i = 0; i < 5; i++ ) {
    out[i] = MeasX( reg[i] );
}
return 0;
```

### B.2 Flattened LLVM Output

After compilation with LLVM, the LLVM IR is generated. All rotations have been decomposed and all loops have been unrolled. This code is then analyzed and flattened to a maximum of 2 million gates in a single module.

Due to the overall length the rotation decompositions are excerpted.

```
; Module ID = 'qft.ll'
declare void @llvm.CNOT(i16, i16) nownwind
declare void @llvm.T(i16) nownwind
declare void @llvm.H(i16) nownwind
define i32 @main() nownwind {
    entry:
    %reg = alloca [5 x i16], align 2
    %out = alloca [5 x i1], align 1
    %arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 0
    %0 = load i16* %arrayidx, align 2
    call void @llvm.PrepZ(i16 %0, i32 0)
    %arrayidx.1 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 1
    %1 = load i16* %arrayidx.1, align 2
    call void @llvm.PrepZ(i16 %1, i32 0)
    %arrayidx.2 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 2
    %2 = load i16* %arrayidx.2, align 2
    call void @llvm.PrepZ(i16 %2, i32 0)
    %arrayidx.3 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 3
    %3 = load i16* %arrayidx.3, align 2
    call void @llvm.PrepZ(i16 %3, i32 0)
    %arrayidx.4 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 4
    %4 = load i16* %arrayidx.4, align 2
    call void @llvm.PrepZ(i16 %4, i32 0)
    %array decay = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 0
    %5 = load i16* %array decay, align 2
    call void @llvm.H(i16 %5) nownwind
    %6 = load i16* %array decay, align 2
    %arrayidx.5 = getelementptr inbounds i16* %array decay, i64 1
```
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%7 = load i16* %arrayidx2.i, align 2
call void @llvm.T(i16 %6) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %7) nound

... call void @llvm.H(i16 %7) nound
call void @llvm.S(i16 %7) nound
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %7, i16 %6) nound
%arrayidx3.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 1
%8 = load i16* %arrayidx3.i, align 2
call void @llvm.H(i16 %8) nound
%9 = load i16* %arraydecay, align 2
%arrayidx6.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 2
%10 = load i16* %arrayidx6.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %9) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %10) nound
call void @llvm.T(i16 %7) nound

call void @llvm.H(i16 %9) nound
call void @llvm.H(i16 %10) nound
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %10, i16 %9) nuneind
%arrayidx6.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 1
%11 = load i16* %arrayidx6.i, align 2
%arrayidx7.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 2
%12 = load i16* %arrayidx7.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %9) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %10) nound

call void @llvm.X(i16 %11) nound

call void @llvm.Z(i16 %12) nound

call void @llvm.H(i16 %12) nound

call void @llvm.S(i16 %12) nound

call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %12, i16 %11) nound
%arrayidx8.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 2
%13 = load i16* %arrayidx8.i, align 2
call void @llvm.H(i16 %13) nound
%14 = load i16* %arraydecay, align 2
%arrayidx10.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 3
%15 = load i16* %arrayidx10.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %15) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %17) nound

call void @llvm.H(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.T(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.X(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %16, i16 %14) nound
%arrayidx11.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 1
%16 = load i16* %arrayidx11.i, align 2
%arrayidx12.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 3
%17 = load i16* %arrayidx12.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %17) nound
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %18) nound

call void @llvm.H(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.T(i16 %16) nound
call void @llvm.X(i16 %17) nound
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %17, i16 %16) nound
%arrayidx13.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 2
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%18 = load i16* %arrayidx13.i, align 2
%arrayidx14.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 3
%19 = load i16* %arrayidx14.i, align 2
call void @llvm.T(i16 %18) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %19) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %19) nounwind...
call void @llvm.H(i16 %19) nounwind
call void @llvm.S(i16 %19) nounwind
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %19, i16 %18) nounwind
%20 = load i16* %arrayidx15.i, align 2
call void @llvm.H(i16 %20) nounwind
%21 = load i16* %arraydecay, align 2
%arrayidx17.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 4
%22 = load i16* %arrayidx17.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %22) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %22) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %22) nounwind...
call void @llvm.Z(i16 %22) nounwind
call void @llvm.H(i16 %22) nounwind
call void @llvm.Sdag(i16 %22) nounwind
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %22, i16 %21) nounwind
%23 = load i16* %arrayidx18.i, align 2
%arrayidx19.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 1
%24 = load i16* %arrayidx19.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %24) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %24) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %24) nounwind...
call void @llvm.H(i16 %24) nounwind
call void @llvm.T(i16 %24) nounwind
call void @llvm.X(i16 %24) nounwind
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %24, i16 %23) nounwind
%25 = load i16* %arrayidx20.i, align 2
%arrayidx21.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 2
%26 = load i16* %arrayidx21.i, align 2
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %26) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %26) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %26) nounwind...
call void @llvm.T(i16 %26) nounwind
call void @llvm.X(i16 %26) nounwind
call void @llvm.Sdag(i16 %26) nounwind
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %26, i16 %25) nounwind
%27 = load i16* %arrayidx22.i, align 2
%arrayidx23.i = getelementptr inbounds i16* %arraydecay, i64 3
%28 = load i16* %arrayidx23.i, align 2
call void @llvm.T(i16 %27) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %28) nounwind
call void @llvm.Tdag(i16 %28) nounwind...
call void @llvm.Z(i16 %28) nounwind
call void @llvm.H(i16 %28) nounwind
call void @llvm.S(i16 %28) nounwind
call void @llvm.CNOT(i16 %28, i16 %27) nounwind
```
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```assembly
%arrayidx24.i = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %arraydecay, i64 4
%29 = load i16* %arrayidx24.i, align 2
%29 = call void @llvm.H.i16 %29) nounwind
%arrayidx5 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 0
%30 = load i16* %arrayidx5, align 2
%31 = call i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16 %30)
%arrayidx7 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i1]* %cut, i64 0, i64 0
call void @store_cbit(i1 %31, i1* %arrayidx7) nounwind
store i1 %31, i1* %arrayidx7, align 1
%arrayidx5.1 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 1
%32 = load i16* %arrayidx5.1, align 2
%33 = call i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16 %32)
%arrayidx7.1 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i1]* %cut, i64 0, i64 1
call void @store_cbit(i1 %33, i1* %arrayidx7.1) nounwind
store i1 %33, i1* %arrayidx7.1, align 1
%arrayidx5.2 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 2
%34 = load i16* %arrayidx5.2, align 2
%35 = call i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16 %34)
%arrayidx7.2 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i1]* %cut, i64 0, i64 2
call void @store_cbit(i1 %35, i1* %arrayidx7.2) nounwind
store i1 %35, i1* %arrayidx7.2, align 1
%arrayidx5.3 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 3
%36 = load i16* %arrayidx5.3, align 2
%37 = call i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16 %36)
%arrayidx7.3 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i1]* %cut, i64 0, i64 3
call void @store_cbit(i1 %37, i1* %arrayidx7.3) nounwind
store i1 %37, i1* %arrayidx7.3, align 1
%arrayidx5.4 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i16]* %reg, i64 0, i64 4
%38 = load i16* %arrayidx5.4, align 2
%39 = call i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16 %38)
%arrayidx7.4 = getelementptr inbounds [5 x i1]* %cut, i64 0, i64 4
call void @store_cbit(i1 %39, i1* %arrayidx7.4) nounwind
store i1 %39, i1* %arrayidx7.4, align 1
ret i32 0
}
declare void @llvm.PrepZ(i16, i32) nounwind
declare i1 @llvm.MeaX(i16) nounwind
declare void @store_cbit(i1, i1+)
declare void @llvm.Tdag(i16) nounwind
declare void @llvm.Z(i16) nounwind
declare void @llvm.S(i16) nounwind
declare void @llvm.X(i16) nounwind
declare void @llvm.Sdag(i16) nounwind
declare void @llvm.X(i16) nounwind
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B.3 QASM Output from LLVM

The QASM output is initially scheduled with a simple list scheduler. This gives the numbers at the beginning of the lines. This schedule is ignored.

Due to length the following is excerpted to show relevant structure.

```plaintext
SIMD_K 4, SIMD_D 1024
# Function main
# Timestep GateName operand1 operand2
1 PrepZ reg1
2 Tdag reg1
3 Tdag reg1
...
340 T reg1
341 H reg1
342 T reg1
1 PrepZ reg0
2 H reg0
343 Y reg1
344 H reg1
3 T reg0
345 CNOT reg1 reg0
346 Tdag reg1
...
647 T reg1
1 PrepZ reg2
648 H reg1
2 Tdag reg2
649 Tdag reg1
650 Z reg1
3 Tdag reg2
4 Tdag reg2
651 H reg1
...
4630 S reg4
4631 CNOT reg4 reg3
4632 H reg4
4633 MeasX reg4
4633 MeasX reg0
4633 MeasX reg1
4633 MeasX reg2
4633 MeasX reg3
#EndFunction
```

B.4 Leaf Schedules

The leaf functions (all modules without submodule calls) are scheduled by the Perl scheduler. Each function is independently evaluated, so all scheduling is fine-grained and no rescheduling of parallel modules is performed. The Perl scheduler handles both RCP and LPFS scheduling. The shown results are for LPFS with \( k = 4, d = 1024, l = 1 \), with SIMD and Refill enabled.
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Due to length the following is excerpted to show interesting details.

M: $::SIMD_K=4; $::SIMD_D=1024; $::SIMD_L=1
LPFS:
Function: main (sched: lpfs, op_cnt: 8426, k: 4, d: 1024, l: 1, opp: 1, refill:←←1)

---------------------------------------------
op = 7673
move = 753
total = 8426
mts = 4633
ts = 561
SIMDs = 4
tgates = 2459
T(i) = 15346
T(inf) = 4633
T(4,1024) = 6877
Speedup = 2.23149629198779
Efficiency = 0.557874072996946
Utility = 0.306310891377054
Quality = 0.306310891377054
Overhead = 8.93662473296938% (reduction: 57.7500419336973)
Avg load = 1.34224588930481
Peak load = 5

0.0 MIV 1 0 reg0
0.0 MIV 1 0 reg1
0.0 MIV 1 0 reg2
0.0 MIV 1 0 reg3
0.0 MIV 1 0 reg4
0.1 1669: PrepZ reg3
0.1 1: PrepZ reg1
0.1 343: PrepZ reg0
0.1 651: PrepZ reg2
1.0 MIV 2 1 reg0
1.1 1672: Tdag reg3
1.1 2945: Tdag reg4
1.1 2: Tdag reg1
1.1 653: Tdag reg2
1.2 344: H reg0
2.1 1673: Tdag reg3
2.1 2948: Tdag reg4
2.1 3: Tdag reg1
2.1 656: Tdag reg2
2.2 347: T reg0
3.1 1675: Tdag reg3
3.1 2950: Tdag reg4
3.1 4: Tdag reg1
3.1 657: Tdag reg2
4.1 1677: Tdag reg3
4.1 2953: Tdag reg4
4.1 5: Tdag reg1
4.1 660: Tdag reg2
5.0 MIV 0 2 reg0
5.0 MIV 2 1 reg3
5.0 MIV 3 1 reg4
5.1 662: Tdag reg2
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| 5.1 6: Tdag reg1 |
| 5.2 1660: T reg3 |
| 5.3 2956: H reg4 |
| 6.1 664: Z reg2 |
| 6.1 7: Z reg1 |
| 6.2 1662: H reg3 |
| 6.3 2959: Tdag reg4 |
| 7.1 665: H reg2 |
| 7.1 8: H reg1 |
| 7.2 1684: Tdag reg3 |
| 7.3 2964: Z reg4 |
| ... |
| 4630.1 7667: CNUT reg4 reg3 |
| 4631.0 MSV 0 2 reg2 |
| 4631.0 MSV 2 1 reg3 |
| 4631.1 7668: H reg4 |
| 4631.2 7673: MeasX reg3 |
| 4632.1 7669: MeasX reg4 |

B.5 Full Schedule

After the leaves are scheduled, an LLVM optimizer pass will read in the resulting schedules and perform coarse-grained scheduling of the hierarchical modules. Only the final results are typically reported.

```plaintext
#Function main
SIMD k=4 d=1024 main 4 4633 0 0 1832 1832 4 4 leaf=1

#Num of SIMD time steps for function main : 4633
```
Appendix C

Resources

The ScaCC code can be obtained from GitHub at https://github.com/ajavadia/ScaffCC.

The scheduling scripts can be obtained at https://github.com/jheckey/ScaffSched.